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A. INTRODUCTION

1. The Seventh meeting of the I1:T was held in Addis Ababa from 28 May

to 7 June 1980 to finalize the outstanding draft protocols and to consider

the revised draft Treaty fOr the establishment of the PTA= The report and

recommendations of the meeting will be submitted to the Second Esctra-ordinary

Meeting of Ministers of Trade, Finance and Planning.

B- AUTENDAI-TCE AND ORGANISATION OF NOHK

Opening of the meet ing

2. Tlie meeting was formally opened by a representative of the Government of

Socialist Ethiopia, Mr. loseph tfolde-Mchael, Permanent Secretary in the Ministry

of Foreign Trade. The Executive Secretary of EGA, Mr. Adebayo Adedeji, also made

an opening statement.

:U ■ The meeting was attended by representatives of Angola, Botswana, the Comoros,

Djibouti, Ethiopia, Kenya, Lesotho, Mauritius, I.osambique, Swaziland, the United

Republic of Tanzania, Uganda and"Zambia, Zimbabwe also attended for the first time.

Also present as observers were representatives of Rwanda, Burundi, United Fations

Conference on Trade and Development (Ur.CTAD), Organization of African Unity (OAU),

and International Trade Centre (iTC).

4. The meeting established an open-ended Drafting Committee charged with the

finalization of the'texts of amendments to the Treaty i:\cluding its protocols as

approved by the Plenary.

Elections of office bearers■

5. The following officers were unanimously elected:

Chairman Jlr,. Arthur' H-.V. TGioza (Swaziland)

Vice-Chairman lir. LaGser Ali (The Comoros)

■ ■ ' Rapporteur \h-* AfVilile B, Ilwakijuiigu (The United Republic

of Tanzania)
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C. AGEHDA

6, The following agenda was adopted:

1. Opening of the meeting

2. Election of officers

3o Adoption of the provisional agenda and programme of work

4. Equalization of negotiation on the revised Draft Protocol on

-the Rules of Origin

5. realization of negotiations on the revxsed Draft Protocol on ■

Clearing and Payments Arrangements

6. Blnalization of negotiations on the revised Draft Protoool on
the Unique Situation of the BLS countries

7 Wnalization of negotiations on the revised Draft Protocol on
?" Ihe Reduction and Ilimination of Trade terriers on Selected

Commodities to be traded within the Preferential Trade Area

8. Penalization of discussion on the revised List of Commodities to

"be traded within the PTA

-

K2S
11. Date for the Second Ectraordinary Meeting of Ministers of Trade,

Finance and Planning

12. Any other "business

13. Adoption of the report.

B. ACCOUNT OP PROCEEDINGS

7 I, welcoming the delegates Mr. Yoseph Wolde-Michael underscored that

the task of the seventh meeting of the HIT *a* to finalize negotiations on

outstanding protocols and the revised draft Treaty for submission to the ^

Second Extraordinary Meeting of Ministers thereby laying the foundations for

the establishment of the Preferential Trade Area for Astern and Southern

African subregion. He referred to the Lagos Plan of Action adopted last

April by the first ever economic summit, a plan, which he said had been

recommended by the Conference of Ministers of 1XA. He reminded the delegates

that, in compliance with the Lagos Plan of Action, the objective of the

m was the creation of , subregional Common Market and a subregional economic

comity with a view to accelerating self-sustained socio-economic development

of the African Region-
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8. Ufric Executive Secretary-;of -EGA described the- seventh meeting- of the-

as of historic importance not only because it marked the last stage of negotia

tions but also because it welcomed the new Republic of Zimbabwe as a member.

The Lagos Plan of Action called for the establishment of an African Common

Market by the year 2000* The objective was to be achieved through sub-regional

economic co-operation, a process in which the INT had already been involved

for two years. He reviewed the programme of work of the INT over the last

two years and stressed the need, to conclude negotiations on the outstanding

issues during this meeting in order to facilitate the preparation for the

Second Extra-ordinary Meeting of Ministers. In conclusion, the Executive •

Secretary drew the attention of tho meeting to the need for vigilance and

total commitment to the cause of economic co-operation in Africa.
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Finaliaation of the revised Draft Protocol on the Rules of Origin (Agenda item 4)

9. The secretariat introduced the revised Draft Protocol on the Rules of Origin

and pointed out that the draft Protocol had "been fully discussed at the five pre

vious meetings.of the INT. As a result, all Rules had been adopted except Rule

2(1) (a) on majority indigenous management and at least 51 per cent equity

holding by nationals of the Member States or institutions, agencies, enterprises

or corporations of such Government or Governments.

Rule 2(1) (a) I....:-....--

10. After a lengthy discussion the meeting could not reach a consensus Ori 51

per cent equity holding and majority indigenous management. It was decided to

appoint a sub-committee of the plenary consisting of Angola, Kenya, Mauritius,

Mozambique, Swaziland and Tanzania. The task of the sub-committee was to

endeavour to work out a compromise formula for further consideration by the

plenary. The sub-committee recommended 51 per cent equity holding and majority

indigenous management by all Member States of the PTA except Comoros and Djibouti.

In arriving at this recommendation the sub-committee took account of the decision

made by the Third Conference of the MJLPOC Council of Ministers, in the light of

a study made by the EGA Secretariat, to the effect that the two countries should

be granted special exemptions for a transitional period from certain clauses of

the Treaty, in view of their current economic difficulties. In response to a

request by Mauritius for a similar arrangment, the sub-Committee recommended that,

before a decision could be taken, a mission consisting cf ECA staff members and one

official from Angola, Swaziland and Tanzania, should be sent to Mauritius with a

view to determining whether the economic situation in Mauritius would justify the

granting of a lower equity holding for a transitional period. The report and

recommendations of the mission would be submitted to the forthcoming meeting of

the Second Extraordinary Conference of Ministers of Trade, Finance and Planning;

which would take a final decision. The sub-Committee also considered a proposal

for a general provision, to be included in the Treaty, which would enable countries

experiencing unexpected socio-economic problems, to apply for temporary exemption

from Rule 2(l) (a).
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11. The recommendations of the sub-committee were considered by the plenary*

The plenary could not however reach a consensus on 51 per cent equity holding

and on the inclusion of a proviso in the Treaty which will enable countries

experiencing economic difficulties to apply for temporary exemptions from 2(l)

(a). Accordingly the plenary decided as follows:

(i) That Djibouti and Comoros should be granted exemption for a

transitional period in compliance with the decision of the

Third Conference of the MULPOC Council of Ministers,

(ii) That the special mission recommended by the sub-committee

to Mauritius should be mounted as soon as possible, and its

report and recommendations sent to Member States before the

Second Extraordinary Meeting of Ministers of Trade, Finance,

and Planning,, The special mission to Mauritius will be composed

of officials of ECA and a specialist from Swaziland, Tanzania

and Angola,

(iii) That Rule 2(l) (a) of the Revised Draft Protocol on Rules of

Origin should be sumitted to the Second Extraordinary

Conference of Ministers of Trade, Finance and Planning;

without any amendments since Kenya reserved her portion on

Rule 2(1) (a) and since there vras no consensus on the proviso

suggested in. (iv) below*

(iv) That the proposal for a special proviso which would permit

countries faced with socio-economic problems to apply for

temporary exemption from the Rule should also be referred to

the Second Extraordinary Ministerial Meeting.

Rule 1

12. The meeting agreed that there was need to give interpretation of the term

'management1. It was however suggested that the definition of the word

'management' be carried out by the drafting committee. It was further agreed

that in the French text, under Rule 1 of interpretation, instead of using

the word "national" for "national" the correct translation should be "ressortissant"

It was also agreed that, wherever the word 'originating' appeared in the English

text it should be translated into French by the word 'orginaire'.
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Rule 2 (l)

13. Under this Rule, one delegation proposed that Rule 2 (l) (b) should "be

interchanged with Rule 2 (l) (c). The meeting accepted the proposal.

Rule 2 (c) (iii)

14. Under the proviso, the meeting agreed to delete the words 'or lower1,

and the new proviso now reads:

"provided, that the Council may, upon the recommendations of the

committee, raise the percentage of the value added required".

Rule 7 (l)

15. The Secretariat explained that the English text did not correspond to

the French text, and that the French text would be aligned with the English

texts

16. The final amendments of the protocol as prepared by the Drafting Committee

are contained in Annex I.
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Finalization of the Draft Protocol on Clearing and Payments Arrangements

Within the Preferential Trade Area (Agenda item r>)

17. A representative of the 13CA secretariat introduced the Revised Draft

Protocol (Document ECA/iCTLP0C/Lusaka/PTA/VIl/3) by correcting certain errors

i.i the English text of the document and highlighting the provisions of the

Draft Protocol which had been amended or reformulated in accordance with the

decisions of the sixth INT meeting held in Gaborone, Botswana.

18. Following this brief introduction the delegation which had expressed

reservations on the provisions of the first paragraphs of Article 4 and 6

in relation to paragraph l(b) of Article 3 of the Protocol withdrew its

reservations. However, in spite of the fact that ail the provisions of that

Draft Protocol had been generally agreed upon at the Gaborone meeting, the

HIT decided to review it again Article by Article,

19. In the discussion which followed, the following observations and amend

ments on various provisions of the Draft Protocol were made:

(a) Article 1

20. (i) It was agreed that the interpretation of "Committee" should be

amended to read as follows:

"Committee" means the Clearing and Payments Committee

established by Article 10 of the Treaty and shall be composed

of representatives of the monetary authorities of the Member

States.

(ii) Noting that the-- interpretation of "transaction period" was not

clear, it was agreed that the secretariat should make the necessary corrections.

(iii) The secretariat was also requested to provide interpretations of

"services" and "transitional-period" under this Article.
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(b) Article 3

21. (i) In view of the withdrawal of the reservation on the first

paragraphs of Articles 4 and 6 it was agreed that the words "bilateral and"

appearing.in sub-paragraph l(b) of this Article be deleted

(ii) It was also agreed that the title of this Article should be

amended to read "objectives", and its provisions reformulated accordingly

to become Article 2, while Article 2 becomes Article 3*

(c) Article 4

22. (i) Following a suggestion that the use of the words "amorwr othei"

things" appearing in paragraph 2 of this Article should be avoided, it was

agreed that the reformulation of this provision should be undertaken by the

Drafting Committee.

(ii) Paragraph 3 of this Article was amended to read as follows:

"The Clearing House shall have such officers and staff

as the Council may on the recommendation of the Committee,

deem necessary "

(d) Article 6

23. Discussion centred on paragraphs 1 and 2 of this Article as to whether

provision should be made for a transitional period before the proposed Clearing

and Payments arrangements come into force, and the duration of such a period.-

Noting that the Clearing House could not be established immediately after the

signing of the Treaty establishing the Preferential Trade Area, it was agreed

that there was need to provide for a transitional period not exceeding two'

years, during which the Clearing and Payments Committee would be able to

undertake the necessary studies and prepare appropriate operational arrange

ments for approval by the Council, before the Clearing House becomes operational,

Hence, it was further agreed that the Drafting Committee should re-draft

paragraphs 1 and 2 of this Article, and also Article 13; bearing in mind the

fact that it would be inappropriate for the Clearing House to operate bilateral

clearing arrangements during the transitional period- Noting also that the
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duration of some of the existing bilateral payments arrangements may be indefinite,

it was agreed that the substance of paragraphs 1 ar.d 2 of Article 6, and Article

13 should"be retained. It was further proposed that provision should "be made for

the Committee to undertake the preparation of the necessary operational arrange

ments immediately after the coming into force of the Treaty.

(e) Article 7

2AD (i) Following on discussion as to who would determine'whether or not

the balance of payments difficulties referred to in paragraph 1 of this Article

were "acute" or "persistent", and for how long the' respective countries would

be allowed to introduce exchange control regulations for alleviating such balance

of payments difficulties, it'uas agreed that the provision be amended by just

inserting the word "temporary" after the word "introducing" appearing in the

fifth line of paragraph 1 of this Article (English text), and the French text

be reformulated accordingly.

(ii) Paragraph 3 of Article 7 was amended by replacing the word "Protocol"

appearing at the en<?, of the paragraph by the word "Treaty".

(f) Article 8

2S Iloting that the French translation of the expression "Nothing contained

in this Protocol" appearing in paragraph 2 of this Article was rather

inappropriate, it was proposed tbat the original formulation agreed upon at

the sixth HIT meeting should be adopted for this provision.

(g) Article .9

26. Noting that the substance of paragraph 1 of this Article was somehow

different from that of the formulation agreed upon at the sixth HIT meeting,

it was agreed that in the French text, this paragraph should be replaced by

the one adopted at that meeting.
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(h) Article 10

27. It was agreed that this Article should be amended as follows:

"The Committee shall keep the provisions of this Protocol

under constant review with a view to recommending to the

Council the progressive establishment....".

(i) Article 11

28. It was agreed that the title of this Article should be amended to read

"Institutional Arrangments"o

29. With the above amendments and observations the whole of the Draft Protocol

was unanimously adopted-

30. The final amendments of the Protocol as prepared by the Drating Committee

are contained in Annex II.
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Penalization of Draft Protocol on the unique situation

of the BLS States (Agenda item 6)

31. In introducing this item a representative of the secretariat informed ■

the meeting that discussion would be based on two documents:

(a) Revised Draft Protocol Relating to the unique situation of

Botswana, Lesotho and Swaziland (ECA/MULPOC/Lusaka/PTA/v/7/Rev.l);

(b) Revised Draft Protocol relating to the unique situation of Botswana,

Lesotho and Swaziland as amended by the BLS States (ECA/l.'IULP0C/Lusaka/PTA/VIl/4/

Rev.l).

32. The -secretariat explained that the first draft of the BLS Protocol had

been approved tentatively at the fifth meeting of the INT. However, it was

agreed at that meeting that a revised draft based on consultations among the

BLS States, would be considered at the sixth meeting of the IHT. At the

sixth meeting of the IHT held in Gaborone, Botswana, in January 1980j it was

agreed that the BLS States should be given more time to finalise consultations

among themselves and submit their proposed amendments at:.the.aeventh meeting.,

of the INT. The BLS proposed amendments dated 15 April I98O, were subsequently

sent to other States under document l

33. Following upon an introductory statement by a representative of the BLS

States, in which he drew attention to the proposed amendments with particular

reference, to the Preamble and Article -3- of the draft Protocol, approved,.at the

fifth meeting of the INT, it was agreed that the draft Protocol approved., at

the fifth INT meeting would be the basic document for discussion. After some

general discussion it was agreed that the BLS States should be given time to

consider the comments made hy the other States. The results of these consulta

tions were submitted to plenary and after a further exchange of views it was

agreed that the non-BLS States should meet in camera to consider the amendments

proposed. After the non-BLS States reported on their consultations, it was
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decided that the draft approved at the fifth IHT meeting should be discussed

paragraph by paragraph, talcing into account the amendments proposed by the

BLS States.

Preamble

34. Paragraph 1 of the preamble was amended in line 3 by deleting the word

"heavy".

35. paragraph 2 was adopted without amendment.

36. Paragraph 3 was amended by inserting "economic" after "challenge of"

in line 2 and-substituting "independence" for "dependence" in line 3-

37. Paragraph 4 was adopted without amendment,.

Article 1 - Interpretation

38. The definitions of "Committee", "Council", "Member State or. Member

States", "Preferential Trade Area", "Third country" and "Treaty" were deleted

since these phrases have been defined in the Treaty.

Article 2 - Objectives

39."' Paragraph (a) was amended by deleting "heavy*'""in line 2,

40. Paragraph (b) was deleted.

41. Paragraph (c) was re-numbered (b) and amended in line 2 by deleting

"intra-area" and inserting the words "with Preferential Trade Area Member

St'ates"'between "expansion of" and "trade and1** :

Article 3 - Scope of exceptions

42. Paragraph 1 was accepted without amendment . ■ ....-■. :.

' 43. ' Paragraph 2 was amended in line 2 by deleting'the words "that by ' '

reason ..'„.. determined by the Council" and substituting the words to

"to grant the BLS States tariff and non-tariff concessions with regard to

the provisions of the Treaty establishing the Preferential Trade Area for

a duration to be determined by the Council while the BLS States remain
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members of the Southern African Customs Union Agreement provided that:

(a) the goods imported into the SLS States from the Republic

of South Africa shall not be re-exported to other member

States, and goods imported from the other member States into

the BLS States shall not be re-exported to the Republic of

South Africa;

(b) during the period referred to in this paragraph the BLS

States undertook to progressively work towards the full

application of the Treaty and in so doing increase their

trade with the other member States, preferably beginning

with the goods included in the Common List of Commodities

to be traded within the framework of the Preferential

Trade Area-

44.. Paragraph (c) of Article 3 was amended in line 1 by deleting "strb- ■

paragraph (b) of".

45<> Paragraph (d) was accepted without amendment*

46. Paragraph 3 of Article 3 was amended in line 3 by deleting "provided

that", inserting a full stop after "provided", and spelling "the" with a

capital "T".

47o Article 3 as amended was accepteda

Article 4 - Arrangements for economic re-structuring and assistance

48o Paragraph 1 was amended in line 2 by substituting "structural" for

"structure" and in line 3 ^y deleting "s" in "nature". The paragraph as

amended was accepted,

49- Paragraph 2 and 3 were accepted without amendment.
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50 Paragraph (a) was tended in line 1 by deleting "such", by substring

..structural- for "structure", and in lines 2 and 3 by deleting "their

progressive reduction of their ........South Africa" and substituting the

following "the progressive increase, in trade and economic co-operat.on wxth

the other member States and simultaneously the reduction of thexr bocxo-

economic dependence on South Africa". ' _

51. Paragraph (b) was accepted without amendment.

52. Paragraph (c) was amended in line 1 by deleting "any other".

53. Paragraph (d) was deleted.

Article 6 - Institut; ™™-1 arrangements

54. Paragraph 1 was accepted without amendment. ... .

55. Paragraph 2 (b) was amended by inserting "to the Council" after

"recommendations".

56. Zimbabwe was added to the list of countries.

57. The Draft Protocol was adopted as amended.

58 One delegation aafced whether the BLS States, in view of what they had
said throughout the negotiations on ArUcle 19 and 22 of the Southern African

^ ^Agreement of launder which they are r^red. to *****£*£*
. ^ i^ ™+i?v thP PTA Treaty even if South Africa
signing the Treaty, would ratify the F1A irea y

, Finance and Plann.ng on the results of their negotiations w.th South

Africa.

amendments of the Protocol as prepared by the Drafting
59. ae final

Committee are contained in Annex III
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Finalisation of the Draft Protocol on the eduction and Elimination of

Trade barriers on selected commodities to be traded within the Preferential

Trade Area (Agenda item 7)

60, The secretariat introduced document ECA/MULPOC/Lusalca/PTA/5 by highlighting

the provisions of the Draft Protocol which were yet to be concluded and those..

which had been amended in accordance with the decisions reached at the sixth INT

meeting held in Gaborone, Botswana in January this year.

61. Following this brief introduction, the delegation.which had, at the sixth

INT meeting, expressed reservations 0:1.the provisions of Article 4 of this Draft

Protocol withdrew its reservations,

62* The discussions which followed centred on the following issues:

(a) Clear identification of commodities which fall under each' of

the six groups referred to in Article 4 of the Draft Protocol;

(b) The granting of exemptions to the Comoros and Djibouti under

the provisions of Article 14;

(c) Maintenance of-other preferential trade arrangements by the

Member States- of the Preferential Trade Area.

63« .Regarding (a) some delegations expressed the.view that to assist the Member

States in determining which commodities fell under which group for the purpose of

determining the tariff concessions applicable to them, there might be need to

define the various groups under the interpretation Article. It x-jas noted in

this connection that all the commodities appearing on the Provisional Common

List (Annex 4 of the List of Commodities), had been .listed under the respective

groups and the appropriate preferences identified. It was however pointed out

that the listing of the commodities under the respective groups was provisional

and would be subject to detailed negotiations following the establishment of the

Preferential Trade Area.
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64. Regarding (b) it was agreed that paragraph 3 of Article 4 be amended to

provide for-the-Oomoroe -and■■Bjibdirbfc-being permitted to reduce customs tariff&-■

ty 25 per-cent -of the -rates stipulated for the other member States, -■■-■ ■------■■-•■--■

65. With regard to (c), several delegations expressed the view that in view

of existing.bilateral and other preferential trade arrangements among- the member

States which provide for greater concessions between the countries concerned

than, those stipulated in the Draft" Protocol,Article S should be amended to provide

for such concessions being maintained by the parties concerned, and extended to

any other member State willing to enjoy such concessions on a reciprocal basis.

After some discussion it was agreed that the proviso to paragraph 2 of Article 8

be deleted, and paragraph 1 of the same Article be amended to read as followsf

"The member States agree that all tariff and non-tariff concessions

exchanged among some of them in respect of and in force between

such member States and appearing in the Common List shall be extended

to any other Member State desirous of enjoying such preferences

on a reciprocal basis1'.

66. Mozambique informed the meeting that the "basic rates" applicable to the

commodities submitted by its country will be determined after the current revision

of its customs tariffs had been completed... This delegation further stated that

this revision would be finalized before the Treaty cfjne into force. Following

"on these observations, the Draft Protocol was adopted as amended. The delegate

noted that the list of products to be exchanged within the PTA in the document,

was not the same as what had been submitted,

67. The final amendments of the Protocol as prepared by the Drafting

Committee are contained in Annex IV.
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Finalization of discussion on th» revised list of commodities to be traded

within the PTA (Agenda item 8)

68. I- introducing the Agenda item a representative of the Secretariat summarized

the position reached at the Sixth meeting of the INT with regard to the lists of

commodities and tariff and non-tariff preferences. He drew the attention of the

meeting to the amendments and/or revisions that had been made thereof; in accordance

with the decisions taken at the Sixth meeting and additional information that had

been received from the countries. He further explained that commodity lists for

^unbia and Somalia, which had reached the secretariat late, were circulated in

the form of addenda and would be incorporated after the meeting in the final

lists of commodities,

69. In the discussion that followed Swaziland requested that the 7«5 Ver cent

rate under Column 5 (other current charges of equivalent effect) of its import

list should be deleted as this rate no longer applied. Furthermore, Zambia

requested that the commodity serial No. 1 of its export list should be described

as "poultry - dead/fresh/frozen/chilled" and not as "poultry fresh,dead, frozen

and day-old chicks". Kenya indicated that coffee, tea and pyrethrum extracts

should be included in its export list. Ethiopia requested that the current tariff

rate commodity serial No. 3 of its import list should be amended to read "5^"

instead of "Br/50/kg"; that the same rate for commodity serial No, 6 should read

»Br 5/kg« instead of "Br 1.25/kg"; that the CCGN (BTN) code for commodity serial

No. 7 should read "47-01" instead of "47.O1/48.O"; aad that the description of

commodity serial No, 7 should be "paper pulp" instead of "paper and pulp".

Mozambique requested for a clarification as to the reason for the non-inclusion

of their submission of an additional commodity list. The secretariat undertook

to ensure that this error would be corrected when finalizing the list of commodities.

The secretariat also explained that it was envisaged that negotiations on

commodities and related preferences would be undertaken after the PTA Treaty has

been signed. These negotiations would take place on a commodity by commodity

basis and would be based on the tariff and non-tariff reductions applicable to

the six major groups of commodities, as proposed in the Draft Protocol on

reduction and elimination of trade barriers. It was also stressed that a more

detailed classification of the commodities to be traded would best be undertaken

after the signing of the Treaty and the setting up of the Secretarial
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70 In •the light of .these .observations common list of commodities to be

traded within the FTA, with the proposed tariff and non-tariff ^***

the six major groups of commodities was adopted.
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Revised Draft .Treaty for the Establishment of the Preferential Trade Area

for the Eastern and Southern African States (Agenda item 9)

Table of contents

71o It was agreed to add a heading to cover the special provisions in

respect of the Cc^orofa and Djibouti on page 2, Article 31«

72O I*12 list of High Contracting Parties was amended by deleting "The Head

of State and Chpirzian of the Provisional Military Council of Socialist

Ethiopia11 and :-•.■/b3ti'!rv';iEgp therefore the title "The Chairman of the Provisional

Military Administrative Council and Commander-in-Chief of the Revolutionary

Army of Socialist Kthiopia"; subject to consultations between the secretariat

and the delegation 01' Zimbabwe, by adding the President of the Republic of

Zimbabwe to the lie', o:"!* >■■ .tracking Parties; by deleting "adopted" in

paragraph 3S line 4; by adding a new paragraph in the preamble reflecting

the Final Act of Lagosj, April I98O.

Artic1 e __ - Tat <'l-pretation.

i'3» (a; It was agreed to amend, the heading by deleting the words "unless

the context ofcherwiue requires"; that the word "Authority" should be translated

into Prsn^h ?,£■; ''CcifonLco of the Heads of State and Government" throughout

the text; that the definitions of "co-operation" and "goods in transit" be

referred, to-the Drafting Committee,

Article 2 - Principles

74° The heading cf the Article, "Principles", was querried. After some

discussion it Was agreed to refer this matter to the Drafting Committee.

75° Article 2 (l) v;r-« amended in line 2 by inserting the words ("hereinafter

referred to as the Preferential Trade Area") after the word "States" where

it occurs for the second «imeo

76O Article 2 (?) - T1- v».e agreed to add the Republic of Zimbabwe to the

list of member States.
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77, Article 2* ^Twas"referred to. the Drafting Committee for re-drafting.

Article 3 - Aims and Principles of the Preferential Trade Area

78, It was agreed to refer the heading to the Drafting Committee.

79, Paragraph 1 was amended in line 4 by substituting "communications" for

"telecommunications" and by deleting "manufacturing" in line 5- Some delegates

said the French texts of lines 6-7 were not elegant and should therefore be

re-drafted. This was agreed.

800 Paragraph 2 - The words "established under this Treaty" in line 2 were deleted,

81. Paragraph 3 - was referred to the Drafting Committee for re-drafting.

82, Paragraph 4 (a) was adopted.

Paragraph 4 (b) (v) was deleted and the following sub-paragraph substituted

therefore: "adapt progressively their Common Commercial Policy in accordance with

the objectives of this Treaty".

Article 4 - General undertaking

84. The Article was adopted after inserting "development" before "policies".

Article 5 - Institutions of the Preferential Trade Area

85o Paragraphs 1 (a) and (»( was amended by deleting "of the Preferential

Trade Area" in both sut>-paragraphs.

Authority of *Vm Preferential Trade Area: Establishment

co-operation and functions

87. Paragraphs 1 and 2 were.accepted without amendment.

88. Paragraph 3 was referred to the Drafting Committee for re-drafting.

89. Paragraph 4 was amended.by inserting the words -rules of" between "own"

and -procedure" inline 8, inserting a. full stop after "procedure in line 8;

and deleting the words "including that for convening its meetings for the conduct
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of business threat and at other times and for the amended rotation of the office

of Chairman among the members of the Authority" in lines 8-11.

Article 7 - Council of Ministers: Establishment, composition and

functions --

90* Paragraph 1 was amended in line 4 by inserting "or such other Ministry"

between "Planning" and "as". It was also agreed to refer the paragraph to

the Drafting Committee for re-drafting,

91o Paragraph 2 was accepted without amendment-

92. Paragraph 3: One delegation suggested that besides the Tribunal the

Authority should also be exempted from being- given directives by the Council.

After some discussions it was agreed to adopt the draft without amendment,

93. Paragraph 4: After some discussions on whether extraordinary meetings

should be convened by the Chairman of the Council at the request of the

representatives of not less than one-third of the Member States, it was

agreed to refer the re-drafting of the paragraph to the Drafting Committee.

One delegation suggested that the Drafting Committee might wish to base their

draft on Article XII (2) of the Charter of the Organization of African Unity,

94O Paragraph 5 was amended in line 3 by-inserting "rules of" between

"its own" and "procedure", by inserting a full stop after "procedure" in

line 3, and by deleting the *rords "including that for convening • ••.••.,...

among the members of the Council" in lines 4-6.

95" Paragraph 6: One delegation pointed out that the word "consensus" was

not translated correctly in the French text and that care should be taken'to"

translate it correctly in this paragraph and elsewhere in the Treaty where

occurs.

96V- "--Paragraph -7---was- accepted--without:-amendments ......:.._. ......_._. ..... .■.';■■ A ■ ■
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"."■-' '■ ■■ Article 8 - Decisions of the Authority and the Council: ■■■■■■

97. This Article was accepted without amendment*

Arficle"9 - The Secretariat' — " ~ '-■

98. Paragraph 1 was accepted without amendment.

99. Paragraph 2 was amended in line 4 ty adding the words "for another

term of four years" after the word "re-appointment",, The amendment was

made in order to avoid the Secretary-General holding the office for an

indefinite period or for life since that might lead to political problems

within the Preferential Trade Area.

100. : Paragraph 3 was adopted without amendment.

101. Paragraphs 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8: After some discussio-- on whether "staff-

should be substituted for "other officers" in paragraph 4, line 2, and "shall"

for "may" in line 3; "staff" to "officers to offices" in paragraph 5," line

1; "performance" for "discharge" in paragraph 6, line 1; "his staff"

for "other officers" in paragraph 6, line 1; whether "secretariat of the"

should be inserted between "the" and "perferential" in paragraph 7, line 2;

and whether an additional sub-paragraph should be inserted in paragraph 7

or 8 making the Secretary-General responsible to the Council for financial

and general administrative matters of the PTA, it was agreed that all these

questions should be submitted to the Drafting Committee which would in

re-drafting the paragraphs in the light of the discussions have regard to

Article. XVIII of the Charter of the OAU and Chapter XV of the Charter of

the United Nations both of which dealt adecjuately with the Subjects covered

by paragraphs 4, 5, 6'," 7, and 8 of the Draft Treaty.

12. Article 10 - The Intergovernmental Commission and Technical Committees,

establishment, composition and functions:

102. Paragraph 1: After some discussion on this paragraph it was agreed

that sub-paragraph (a) should not be amended to specify the level of
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seniority of experts to sit on the Commission since classifications of staff

differed from country to country; that sub-paragraph (b) should be amended by

adding "Transit Trade and Re-exports" to the responsibilities of the

Customs and Trade Committee; that sub-paragraph (c) should be amended by

specifying the membership of the Clearing and Payments Committee and also

setting out its functions in full as set out in the Protocol on Clearing

and Payments, that sub-paragraphs (e) and (f) should be combined so that

the Committee on Industrial Co-operation also dealt with standardization

and quality control: that sub-paragraph (h) should not be amended to include

the Comoros and Djibouti since there was no special Protocol on the Comoros

and Djibouti. The problems of these two countries should be left to "be dealt

with directly by the Council and the Authority. It was further agreed to

refer to all relevant Annexes in these sub-paragraphs for ease of cross

reference.

103= Paragraph 2 was approved without amendment.

104» Paragraph 6 was amended by inserting "rules of" between "own" and

"procedure" in line 4» by inserting a full stop after "procedure" in line 4»

and by deleting the words "including that for convening its meetings and the

conduct of business threat.-' and at other times" in lines $-6,

Article 11 - Tribunal of the Preferential Trade Area

105o Paragraph 1 was amended by substituting "organ" for "body" in line 1,

"or" for "and" in line 3, and "adjudicate upon" for "assist in the settlement

of" in lines 4-5.
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106o ' Paragraph 2 was accepted without amendment

1.07. Tro^.T-r-.^ - It us *?3,/ce or -Lib Article. So.:^ of the points irade uere

that the Article went far beyond.the ?TA stage to higher stages of economic .

co-operation-and was therefore outside the mandate given to the INT' by the

Srtrlordin^v feting of Ministers in 1978; that the Article should confine

itself io ^hat ac^itrisa are willing and able to do immediately rather than

look toe &».=• .-ihor.dj -that the Article should be transferred to the chapter

of the Treaty dealing wr'-h Principles and aims or objectives; that it should

be transferred In the p^ble; that it was consistent with the Declaration

of Commitment ,au Xnicir^ 197?: ^d wi.H tho Fir^,l /.n-t of Lagos, 1980, and .

should e,3 such be retained as an expression of Africa's aim to establish a

acumen Marhe- by the year 2000 A.D,; tliat the words "eventual" in line 1,

"gradual evolution" end "common external tariff" in line 4 and "by them" in
line 6 :ore xna^ropriabc, One delegation then proposed thai; the Article

bo cLolsted oji& the following new Article substituted therefor:

"(1) Ow Ilombev Sfcates agren to the gradual reduction and elimination

of custoir/dut^ ^d nar-terirr L.rri,rs to trade corduc^d amongst themselves
within t>K, franipv/crk of the Preferential Trade Area?

(21) 1'ae Member States further agree to the gradual evolution of a

oom^n V'L:^ t^ir? i. ,^.^oct of all ^-V; f^po^od -rom third co^rios
with a view to evemrtally cctablishing a Common Market a,mong theraselves"0

108, It war, firmly agreed to refer this proposed amendment to the Drafting

Committee for r3-dr?.fting.
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Article 13 - Customs.-duties.

109, Paragraph 1 was amended by substituting "at" for "as" in line 4,

"customs" for "common" in line 11* ■ . ■

11OO Paragraph 2 was adopted without amendment.

Ill- Paragraphs 3 and 4 were amended by making paragraph 4 as proviso.

to paragraph 3 so as to read: "the Member States: provided that the Council

may ........... of this paragraph". It was also agreed that only goods that

were included in the Common List would be affected by the proviso.

Article 14 - Common customs tariff

112c . The. .heading was amended to read: "Common external tariff".

113. Several delegates said that the'Article should not be included in

the draft Treaty becuase it was premature to include reference to a Common

Market in the draft Treaty at this early stage. Others said it was acceptable.

Others still said it should be referred to the Sscond Extraordinary Meeting

of Ministers of Trade. After a long discussion on this Article it was agreed

to delete the whole Article and substitute the following new Article therefor:

"For the purposes of this Treaty the Commission shall on the recommenda

tion of the Customs and Trade Committee submit from time to time to the Council

for its approval a programme for the gradual establishment of a Common external

tariff-"

Article IS - Preferential Treatment

114. One delegation said that "originate" in paragraph 1 (a) a*d "originating"

in paragraph 2 were translated wrongly into Fench to mean "coming frora"

instead of "originating". This error should be corrected not only in this

Article but also everywhere in the Treaty and Annexes where it occurred.

The Article was then accepted,,
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rticle 16 - Non-tariff restrictions on goods

115. Paragraph 1 was amended by substituting "relax or eliminate" for

"remove" in line 4 and by inserting "on goods" between."prohibitions"

and "which" in line 5- One delegation .aid that paragraph 1 conflicted with

Annex I, paragraph 5* After some discussion it was agreed to accept paragraph

1 as drafted.

116. ' Paragraph 2 was amended by'substituting "elimination" for "removal"

in line 5 and by substituting "ten years from the definitive entry with .

force of this Treaty" for the words "the period of ten years specified.in

paragraph 2 of Article 13 of this Treaty" in line 6O

117. Paragraph 3 was accepted without amendment,

113. Paragraph 4 was amended by substituting "impose" for "execute" in

line 4« ■

119. Paragraphs 5, 6.and 7 were accepted without amendment. "
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Article 17 -

120o This Article was accepted without amendment.

Article 3.8 - Most-favoured nation treatment

121. Paragraph 1 was amended by insortiiig a full stop after "treatment in line

3, deleting "and" after the full stop, having a new paragraph 2 with the words

"In no case ....... this Treaty." and deleting the rest of existing paragraph 1.

122« Djibouti and Comoros asked to be exempted from the operations, of this

Article on the grounds that they have nothing to export to the PTA Member

States and would not therefore apply the principle of reciprocity. It was

decided to refer this proposal to the Council of Ministers for their

determination,

123° Another delegation proposed the following- amendment to be inserted

at the end of existing paragraph 2:

"provided that if such country is an African country and the

concessions sought are such as to facilitate wider African

co-operation, the Council may at the request of the Member

State and on the advise of the Customs and' Trade Committee make"

provision for such arrangment to be facilitated,"

l'M= After a long debate, it was decided /iot to accept this proposal since

it went too far beyond the 17 (or 18) member States of the projected PTA.

The proposer of the amendment then reserved its position on the whole Article.

The reservation was withdrawn after'interval,, '■" ■ --■-■■■ -■■ '■-

Article 19 - Internal legislation .

125o One delegation expressed the view that if the Article were accepted,

it would limit the freedom of member States to st&rVnew industries for

their needy people... Another delegation suggested that the Article be amended

by starting it with, the words "Ikcept as provided for under paragraph 4 of
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Article 16 of this Treaty, the Member States shall refrain <......<> ••«•»

Yet another delegation proposed the deletion of "directly or indirectly ....

... or which are "in lines 2-4"- A fourth delegation proposed"that after

"Treaty" in line 6 the following proviso should be added: "save where such

legislation is in respect of a, higher form of national economic independence

or integration between two or more member States". A fifth delegation

suggested that the Article should be combined with Article 16 (4)» After

a lengthy discussion the delegation that proposed the addition of a proviso

to the Article withdrew its proposal. The INT then decided to refer the

whole Article to the meeting of Ministers for a decision™

Article 20 - Re-exportation of goods and transit facilities

126. Paragraph 1 was accepted without amendmento1

127. Paragraph 2 was amended by deleting "full and unrestricted" in line 1.

128. One delegation proposed the inclusion of a new paragraph 3 which would

prohibit re-exports of all PTA goods to any third country in the world. The

proposal was not accepted since other delegates felt that such an amendment

would go against all principles of international tradeo The delegation that

made the proposal then reserved its position on the matter.

Article 21 - Customs administration

129« This article was accepted without amendment*.

Article 22- Drawback

130'- This article uas accepted, without amendment.

Article 23 - Clearing and payments argangments

131« The Article was accepted without amendment except that one delegation

reserved its position until "services" in-paragraph 1, line" 4f was defined.

Article 24 - Transport and Communications

132o it was agreed to amend this Article- by substituting "to" for "in"

in line 3, "for" for "to" in line 4, ty replacing "gradually" in line 5

with "within the framework of the Transport Commission for Eastern and Southern

African States a^d", by replacing "common" with "complementary" and by

inserting after "policies" the phrase "and systems".
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Article..25 ..- Industrial development

133, ^Phis Article was amended by deleting "the integration of" in line 6 and

substituting therefor "complementary"•

Article 26 - Agricultural development . . .

134. Oie delegation pointed out that "co-operation" in line 5 was translated

to mean "co-ordination" in French This was wrong and should be corrected.

"Gradually" in line 7 was deleted, "and programmes" were inserted after "policies"

in line 8.

Article 27 - Trade documents and procedures

135a This Article was accepted without amendmento

Article 28 - Standardization and quality control of goods

136, This Article was accepted without amendment.

Article 29 - General and other aspects

137, The Article was amended in line 7 by substituting "harmonious" for

"harmonising" and by deleting "undertaking" in line 11.

138O ■ Sub-paragraph (b).was amended by deleting "the period of years specified

in paragraph 2 of Article 13 of this Treaty" in lines 4-6 and substituting

therefor.the words "ten years from the definitive entry into force of this

Treaty". After some discussion one delegation proposed that the whole ■■ .'

sub-paragraph should be deleted and the following substituted therefor:

"adapt their commercial policies with each other and with ;third countries

to the objectives of the Treaty". It was then agreed to leave the final

wording of this sub-paragraph to the Drafting-Committee.-. . ..

139. Sub-paragraphs (a), (c),' (d), (e) and (f) were accepted without

amendment»
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article 30 - Gradual establishment of a Common Market and.,,an

economic community for Eastern and.Southern African States

UOo This Article was amended by deleting "ten years specified in paragraph

2 Of Article 13 of this Treaty" in lines 1-2 and substituting therefor the

words: "ten years from the definitive entry into force of this Treaty", by

substituting "propose" for "make- in line 4, by substituting..''recommendations"

for "transmission" in line 5, and by substituting "measures" for "proposals"

in line--6 • ,

Article 31 - Protocol in respect of Botswana. Lesotho and Swaziland

141 The Botswana representative said that he would reserve his position

on this Article until he saw-ho*-it was. finally reconciled and tied up with

Article 3(4) (a) (xii) and with Annex XII. This could be done when Annex XII

was discussed.

142, It was then decided to-make-special provisions, for the Comoros-and

Djibouti under this Article. OfciB was then referred to the Drafting Committee

for drafting.

articles 32 - 35 - The Eastern and Southern African Development Bank

143o One delegation pointed out that Article 34 was missing from the

French text.

144 After some discussion it was agreed that since the special report by

EGA, ADB and the African Centre for Monetary Studies that the third MULPOC

Council of Ministers had called for ,<as not ready, these Articles should be

put in brackets and submitted to the Kinisterial meeting «ith an explanatory

note for their decision.

Article 36 - Budget of the PTA

145• Thls Article was accepted without amendment •

Article 37 - Contributions by member States

146. It was agreed that paragraph 1 of this Article should take account of

paragraph 3 of document ECA/l«JLP0C/Lusaka/PTA/VIl/7/Add.l, paragraph 2(i).
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Article 38 - Financial regulations

147* Accepted without amendment.

Article 39 - Settlement of disputeB

148. Accepted without amendment.

Article 40"

149 • Accepted without amendment■>
s '■-■>. iyirri: . • i: ■•■■•■ s-j ' v^.tr.:-.„. .. .. -■ .-

Article 41 - Official Languages
.. ."■ ■ ■'■ ■ .." ■".■.' " - *. ■ " ■ ■

150. Accepted without amendment.

Article 42 - Relations with other regional organizations

15!• Accepted without amendment.
v^j^j-j xrfo.^it.: ■■/ , : ..yl'i .. ■■ ■ ■- . ■'■ . +V. ■■.■■■■■■■" ■ .. ■ --■-"■ ■

and-inHnanities ., .
ll' 1 1 ■ ■

152. ~r'-Tiie article was 'amended in "SuD-paragraph (b) of paragraph 2 by inserting

these words after "property" in accordance with the laws and regulations in

force in each member State.

Article 44 - Transitional provisions vj. ;I.; i .;^u::

153« "Hie heading was amended to read "Preliminary arrangements". Paragraph

1 (b) line 2, was amended by eubst!$TEK!ng'nTtea3i^

The, ^est'-'dfAifi&wi^loSte^^^ ; ';-'; L

Article 45 - Association of other countries with the PTA

154. The Article was amended in line 2 by inserting "immediately" between

"any" and "neighbouring", and by deleting "in:i^^^)esp^Ei,^^th^-::3!rie*tyi.e.

that state" in line 5 and substituting therefor "of". The,Srafl;jngCommittee,

was however to finalize the wording of the Article.

Article 46 - Amendment "' *"""" """ """ "

155. Paragraph 4 was amended by inserting "through the Council" after

"secretary general" in line 3.

156. Paragraph 5 was amended by inserting after "shall" the following "be

adopted by the authority and shall", and by deleting "upon a date to be

determined by the Authority" and substituting therefor "when ratified by a

majority of the member States",



Article 47 - Withdrawal

157 • Accepted without amendment., :-v--—■--■:~: -......--;.. •-..•

Article 48 - Annexes to the Treaty

158. Accepted without amendment. ■■' ■::-"-- .........

Article 49 - Entry into force, ratification and accession

Paragraph 1 was amended by deleting "respectively" in line 1? and

deleting "in accordance with each signatory State" in lines 4-6»

160. Paragraph 2 was accepted without amendment•"

Article 50 - Depository

161. Ifris Article was amended by substituting "or" for "and" at the end

of line 1, by inserting a full stop after "States" in line 5, by substituting

"The Executive Secretary shall".notify4-:i^'-'Mgm2^

t£em.|-0p!r -and ]?y:Siu:bs,tituting;'"brt» for, Mand" where it occurea forithe third ...-

time.;:!; vv i:J"'-.i r^r-"*1 '- " ■■"■' ■ •' '■ '■- "[ ■ "- ■•'■■ -":> . ."■ . ^vr-:-. ■.;■ -.c'-' ■■;■, ■■'■." ::,^i-.'- v.-fn:.;!1

; ■ ■. ■■■.'.'■ ;.-•". ■'<- ■■.' '!■-■■■"■;' ■;. =' . y:.. i

162. T3ie Portuguese language was added to English and French as the third

language of the Treaty. .jv^::J^2..xt^^'.-ui ■..:...'■- ::... -, /-:■:.::.w

. :: 1 "■■':•... """Uvy.-xWi-.. -■. : ';-'■'. ■"■';'.■ ■ '-',"': ■. ■ . ' . ■■ ■- ::■-...':.'..-.. -•'•: y-'
Annex I — Elimination of trade barriers , v

J|Ti'tv'/,'A1"1' ■'. ■ 1-'''■•-.■ ■:..:TI .; -1:'1 ,-v '■■.'■ -.\- ' \ ■'..■. ■ . ." .■r:i- i/._i ."

163. This was amended in;:apcprdancerwitb ECA/MUI^OC/Lusaka/PTA/V"Il/^/Add,,l ,y?,.:

page 2, paragraph 3. I^iue 4 of this paragraph was amended by substitutig 75

per cent for the 5^1P^r""cenT'"^6Voe"ed"Tii"*tlie draftV'"

Annexj-II,-.[Gustoms, coroperation ../■■-■ '.. ' ■ • ■. .. "•,">;. :-^ ,';.; .■ ■a[< ■;;,-: !F\\ ':

Annex III - Rules of Origin

Adopted with amendments earlier.
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Annex IV - Draft Protocol on the Re-export of goods within -the

Preferential Trade Area

166. In reviewing the Draft Protocol on Re-export of goods, discussion centered

on the 3ecretariat 's proposal contained in dcouiaoiri* ECA/MUL-P0C/Lusaka/VIl/7/Add«l

regarding the exemption to "be accorded to the Comoros ancf Djibouti "in respect

of the refund of customs duties stipulated in paragraph 2 of Article 3 of the

Draft Protocolo Since the delegations of two countries did not accept the

proposed 50 per cent refund ' of"cus'toms duties- (which was- acceptable .t.q all the

other delegations) and insisted on being exempted from the refund.of any customs

duties, it was agreed that the matter be referred to the Second Extraordinary

Conference of Ministers of Trade, Finance and Planning for the necessary decision.

167. Similarly, a proposal by another delegation thatre-exporte imported by member

States from the Preferential Trade Area should not be re-exported to third

countries war not accepted by other delegations. It was therefore agreed this

issue should also be referred to the Second Extraordinary Conference of

Ministers. .

168. It was however agreed that an additional Article should be inserted

after Article 2 of this Protocol, prohibiting the re-exporation- of Member

State's goods to South Africa and the re-exportation of South Africa's goods

to the Member States,,

169., Save for the above reservations and amendments the Draft Protocol was

unanimously adopted.

Annex V - Draft Protocol on transit trade and transit facilities

170, The Draft Protocol'was unanimously adopted after amending paragraph 2

of Article 8 to read as follows:
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171. "Howewr'iir-'wibr to prevent abuse, the customs authorities .may when

they suspect irregularities, carry out at such offices a partial or full

examination of the goods".

Annex VI - Clearing and payments

172. Adopted earlier.

Annex VII - Draft protocol on transport and communications

173. *he Draft Protocol was adopted with the following amendments and

observations.

(a) It was agreed that Article 2 should be amended by deleting -: ■..

the words "gradually common transport and communications

■ policy" appearing the first and second lines of the Article.

and replacing them by the words "complementary transport and

■communications, systems and policies";

(b) It was noted that the provisions of sub-paragraph (i) of .-

Article 3 appeared to duplicate those of sub-paragraph

(b) of the same Article. This was however, clarified by the

secretariat. It was noted that the French text of sub-paragraph

(b) was not satisfacotry;

(c) One delegation expressed reservations regarding the feasibility

of sub-paragraphs (f) and (j) of Article 4, and sub-paragraph

(h) of Article 5. Sinco no agreement could be reached as to

whether'they should be-amended or-deleted,.;i-b. was agreed that

they be referred to the Second Extraordinary Conference of

Ministers for the necessary decision. .......
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Annex VIII - Co-operation in industrial field

174° Article 3, paragraph (f) was referred to the Council .of.Ministers

since there was no consensus on ita

175" Article 4: After a long discussion on this Article, it was decided

that since consensus could not "be reached on it, it should be referred to

the Council of Ministers meeting,

176. Article 5, paragraph 3 ("b) was also referred to the. meeting of

Ministers for the same reasono '' -

177- Article 8 (2) was objected to by some delegations on the grounds that

it would open the door to transnational corporations which had-historically

been responsible for Africa's under development and exploitation. Since

there was no consensus on this paragraph it was agreed to submit it to the

meeting of Ministers.

Annex IX - Agriculture

178o Adopted earlier,,

Annex X - Trade documents

179- Adopted earlier,,

Annex XI - Standardization and quality control

l30e Adopted earlier*

Annex XII - BLS protocol

181. 'The representative of Botswana saii that the amendments that were agreed

the previous day were not in fact in keeping with Article 3 (4) (a) (xii)

of the Treaty and that that result could be achieved only if the following

two new amendments were made to Annex XII.
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Proposed .•Rntawa.na. amendments-

Article 3 (2) ,

182. Pursuant to provisions of paragraph 1 of this Article, Member States

agree to exempt the ELS States from granting tariff and non-tariff concessions

envisaged in the Treaty to the other member States for a duration to "be

determined by the Council while the BLS States remain members of the SACUA*

Article 3 (3)

183,«., Noting contained in the Treaty shall affect the continued application

by BLS States of SACUA after the coming into force of the Treaty. The BLS

States shall use their best endeavours to ensure that the objectives assumed.;

under the said Agreement and the Treaty do not conflict-

184- The INT decided to refer these proposals to the meeting of Ministers

for a decision. ■ : - -■■-■■■ -:

185c The final amendments of the Draft Treaty as prepared by the Drafting

Committee are contained in Annex V, --■
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Draft annotated Provisional Agenda.for the Second Extraordinary Meeting

of Ministers of Trade, Finance and Planning (Agenda item 10)

Opening of the meeting

186. Opening statements will be made by a high official of Ugandan Government

and the Executive Secretary of ECA.

Election of officers.

187. The Second Extraordinary meeting of .Ministers of Trade, Finance and

Planning will elect a Chaiirmaii;, ,a Vice-Chairman and a Rapporteur*

Adoption of the provisional agenda and programme of work

188. The Extraordinary meeting of Ministers will adopt its agenda and decide

on the programme of work. ■.-■■-

Consideration of the.Draft Treaty and Protocol on the establishment of

the Preferential Trade Area for lEasterh and Southern African States

'■ as adopted by the 7th INT meeting ' ' ' .

189- The Chairman of the 7th INT meeting will table the Treaty and the Protocols

to the Second Extraordinary Meeting of Ministers of Trade, Finance and Planning.

Ministers will also have to take into account the report of the mission to

Mauritius in finalizing the Treaty and its Protocols0 The mission to Mauritius

was commissioned by the INT at its 7th meeting*

1900 Consideration of the draft provisional agenda for the Summit

of Heads of State and Government for the signing of the

Treaty and Protocols

191. Date and venue for the Summit of Heads of State and Government

192« Any oth>. c business

Adoption-of the report ... ...
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inisters ofTrade
Date for the Second -Extraordinary. Maeli:

Finance and Planning (Agenda item ll)

194. In introducing this item, the KJA secretariat stated that it had not been

possible to hold the seventh IHT meeting in Kampala as originally scheduled

because of the developments of which the Member States were aware. In this

regard, it became necessary to hold the meetinS in Addis Ababa after consultations

and the concurrence of the Uganda Government.

195. The secretariat, however, pointed out that the Second Extraordinary

Meeting of Ministers of Trade, Finance and Planning would still be held

in Kampala as agreed during the third meeting of the Lusaka MULPOC Council of

Ministers held in Gaborone, Botswana from 28-29 January I960. The.secretariat

further stated that the Uganda Government had reiterated its willingness to

host the Ministerial Meeting and that the Uganda Minister for Regional

Co-operation would shortly be visiting Addis Ababa in order to finalize

discussion on the preparation for that meeting.

196. The Uganda delegation reaffirmed its Government commitment and said

that the invitation extended to host the Extraordinary Ministerial Meeting

during the Third meeting of the Lusaka MULPOC Council of Ministers still

stood, fte delegation appealed to the meeting not to decide on the date for

the meeting as this was still the subject of consultation between the Government

and the ECA secretariat.

197* It'was'therefore agreed that the ECA secretariat, would, after

consultations with the Uganda Government communicate to the PTA Member States,

the date for the Second :Extraordinary Meeting of Ministers of Trade, Mce

and Planning. ../,,'■■■ '.::■,. ■-. ■ . - . '. ': /.-'.:
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Any other "business (Agenda item 12)

Statement by Tanzania Delegation

198. After the discussion of the Treaty, the Executive Secretary made an

announcement to the meeting that Tanzania was going to sign the Lusaka

Declaration of Intent and Commitment to the establishment of Preferential ' '

Trade Area for Eastern and Southern African States as a first step towards

the creation of a common market and eventually an economic community. This',

he observed would bring the member of the countries that had signed the

Lusaka Declaration to fourteen. The'countries that had not yet signed-the

Declaration were: The Peoples Republic of Angola, the Peoples Republic of

Mozambique, Republic of Seychelles and the new Republic of Zimbabwe.

199. The Leader of the Tanzania Delegation informed the meeting that Tanzania

had been late in signing the Lusaka Declaration of Intent and Commitment to

the establishment of a Preferential Trade Area because it wanted to ascertain

the commitment of other member States in the light of the experience of the

East African Community*

200. He observed that the collapse of the East African Community had had

adverse effects on the people of East Africa, and the shock emanating

therefrom, had made it difficult to overcome the transitional problems

created in the wake of the disintegration of the Community. It was for this

reason that Tanzania had been cautious in its approach. He said that unless

the outstanding natters-were sorted out, among the former three partner

States, the immediate and effective participation of Tanzania would be some-

how affected,.

201. However, the Leader of the Tknzanian Delegation assured the meeting of

the Tanzada Government's total commitment to economic co-operation in Africa,

and to the FFA in particular as had been shown by their effective participation

at all HIT meetings.
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202, The Ambassador of the Republic of Rwanda to Ethiopia thanked the countries

of the proposed PTA for allowing Burundi and Rwanda to attend the 7th INT :.

meeting on the Establishment of the PTA as observers. He stated that because of

their geographical situation the two countries took keen interest on the events

that were taking place in the neighbouring Eastern and Southern African Subregion,

203. He informed the meeting that he had followed the deliberations of the

7th HIT meeting with great interest and had studied the important documents

presented at the meeting. He however observed that he would have wished to

see the restatement of three principles in the Draft Treaty, namely:

(i) The reaffirmation of in the equality of sovereignly of

States;

(ii) The principle of mutual respect regardless of the size and

economic conditions of States; and

(iii) The principle of solidarity.

204. 0... the' Protocols, he observed that no mention had been made of insurance

and reinsurance problems which were of fundamental importance to the promotion

of intra-African trade.

205. In conclusion, he said that although Burundi and Rwanda belonged to

the Community of the Great Lakes- countries (CEPGL), the economic destiny

of the two countries were still linked with some countries of the proposed

PTA. In view of this, there was need to maintain consultations with the rest

of the PTA member countries. la this connexion he wanted to request that the

two countries be allowed to remix,, as observers until the PTA negotiations

were finalized-
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Adoption of the report (Agenda item 13)

206, After some discussion the report was adopted as amended, however, Angola

reserved its position on the adoption of the report*

207, The Executive Secretary of EGA thanked the Team for their commendable

work it had done and urged the members of the Team to brief their Governments

properly on what had transpired during the IHT negotiations and to inform the

respective Governments of the achievements already made in the negotiations so

that their Governments would be properly prepared for the Second Extraordinary

Conference of Ministers of Trade, Finance and Planning and eventually for the

Summit of Heads of State and Government during which the Treaty on the Establish

ment of the Preferential Trade Area for countries of Eastern and Southern

African Subregion would be signed.

208, In his closing remarks, the Chairman of the 7th INT meeting thanked the

delegates for their diligence and hard work and for the positive spirit they

had shown during the two years of negotiationsa He urged the delegates to

ensure that the progress that had been achieved during the INT negotiations

was maintained. He underscored the need to be more vigilant as the enemies

of the PTA would not rest in their efforts to undermine economic co-operation

in the subregion which was the cornerstone of economic self-reliance and

independence.
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Amendments to Pro-tocol on Rules of Origin

Rule 1 — Definition of management

"Management" includes all those officers in an enterprise who are

concerned with the making of policy or executive management such as the

managerial and senior administrative personnel and such other persons as

are usually responsible for the making or execution of the policy of an

enterprise.

Rule 2 Paragraph 1

1. Delete the colon at the end of tlie first line of paragraph 1 aid

substitute therefor the wording of paragraph 1 (b);

2. Paragraph 1 (c) should be renumbered 1 (b);

3. References to paragraph 1 (c) in existing Rule 2.1 (c) (iv), Rule

2.2, Rule 3, Rule 4 and Rule 5 should be changed to references to paragraph
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Proposed Amendments to the Clearing and Payments Protocol

Article 1

1. Now definition of transaction periods: "transactions period" means

the period between any two consecutive dates fixed "by the Clearing House and

at the end of vrhich the debit and credit positions arising from multilateral

clearing shall be established for settlement to be made by debtor monetary

authorities; . :

2. In view of this new definition of "transactions period" the following

amendment was made to the definitions of "settlement period" by the insertion

immediately after the word "period" where it occurs for the second time the

following phrase: "as may be determined by the Clearing House".

3- The definition of "transitional period" to be inserted in its

appropriate alphabetical order: "transitional period" means the period

between the definitive entry into force of the Treaty and the time when

the Member States are required under the provisions of this Protocol to

undertake eligible transactions among themselves on a multilateral basis;

4. New definition of Committee: "Committee m^ans the-Clearing and Payments

Committee established by Article 10 of the Treaty and shall consist of

representatives of the monetary authorities of the Member States".

The fact that the Committee may establish a sub-committee is not part

of the definition of "Committee" and since all the Committees established.-..-.

by the Treaty should establish sub-committees, the following new paragraph

4 of Article 10 of the Treaty is suggested:

"4« The Commission or a Committee may establish such sub

committees as it may deem necessary for the purposes

of discharging its functions, and specify the composition

of such sub-committees,"
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6, Paragraph 3 of Article 10 of the Treaty would also have to be amended

to take care of the now definition 6T 'rrCr6mmitte'eTI''*i'ri''tHe' Protocol' thus: by

inserting- immediately after the word "Committee" where it occurs for the first

time, the following phrase "other than the Clearing and payments Committee".

7« It is suggested that the definition of "services11 should be included

in Article 1 of the Draft Treaty as the word "services" is used on several

occasions in the Draft Treaty as well as in the Protocols which form an

integral part of the Draft Treaty- The definition suggested is as follows:

"services" means all services directly related to the promotion of trade

between the Member States conducted in pursuance of the provisions of this

Treaty such as those relating to the storage, handling and insurance of

goods .

Article 2. This should "be numbered Article 3.

Article 3. 1. This should be numbered Article 4.

2. The heading "General provisions" shall be deleted and

replaced by the new heading "Objectives".

. 3. Paragraph 1 should be amended by inserting immediately

after the phrase "Preferentaii Trade Area" the following

phrase "in accordance with the-provisions of this Protocol",

4* Paragraph 1 (b) should be amended by deleting the phrase

"bilateral and" appearing therein.

Article 4 - . ■ . -. . ■ ■'■ "

I, Paragraph 2 should be amended by deleting the phrase and commas

II, among other things,", the deletion of the full stop at the end of sub-

paragraph (c) and the substitution therefor of a semi colon and the

insertion of the following, new sub-paragraph (d):
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"(d) to undertake such other' activities as the Council may on

the recommendation of the Committee, determine."

2. Paragraph 3 should be amended by inserting immediately after the word

"may" the phrase "on the recommendations of the Committee".

.Article 6

1. New paragraph 1 to replace existing paragraph 1:

"!• The Member States agree that the clearing of payments with

respect to eligible transactions among themselves shall be

undertaken on a multilateral basis after a transitional period

to be determined .by the Council on the recommendation of the

Committee. Such a transitional period shall not exceed a

period of two years from the definitive entry into froce of

the Treaty".

2. New paragraph 2 to replace existing paragraph 2:

"2» During the transitional period referred to in paragraph 1 of

this Article:

(a) the Member States between which bilateral clearing and

payments arrangements exist, or; ■

(b) the Member States between which, no bilateral clearing and

payments arrangements exist;

shall subject to the provisions of this Protocol, be at liberty to maintain

or establish and maintain as the case may be, bilateral clearing and payments"

arrangements in respect of eligible transactions".

3« Paragraph 5: Delete phrase "amount of credit" and replace it- by

the following: "net debit balance";

4- Paragraph 6:. Delete the phrase "amount of credits" and replace it

by the following: "debit balance";
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5. Paragraph 7: Delete the phrase "amount of credit" and replace it by

the following: "not debit balance."; ■

6. Paragraph 8:. Delete the word "credit" and replace it by the word

"debit". : . .■.:■■.'

7. Paragraph 9: Delete the word "specified".

Article 7 ....

1. Paragraph 1 should be amended by inserting immediately after the word

"introducing" the word "temporary".

2. Paragraph 3 should be amended by deleting the phrase "this Protocol"

and substituting therefor the phrase "the Treaty".

Article 8

1. l"he heading of the Article should be amended by inserting before the

word "arrangements" the words "institutions",

2, Paragraph 2, In the French text the old rendition of "Nothing.contained

in this Protocol", should be used.

Article _9_

Paragraph I. . In the French text the old rendition of this paragraph

should be used.

Article 10 ... .....: ■ .

The Article should be'amended by:

(a) the deletion of:the word "Council" and the substitution therefor

of the word "Co-imittee"; and ". • ■ ■

. (b) the insertion immediately after the word "to" where it first

occurs, the following phrase: "recommending to the Council".
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Article 11

The heading of this Article should be deleted and substituted therefor

by the following: "Institutional arrangements"„

Article 13

The existing Article 13 should be replaced by the following:

"Article 13

Transitional arrangements

lo Upon the expiry- of the transitional period referred to in paragraph 1

of Article 6 of this Protocol, all the bilateral clearing or payments arrange

ments that may be existing between the Member States, shall not be renewed in

respect of eligible transactions upon their expiry and whore such arrangements

are of indefinite duration shall cease to have effect upon a date to be

determined by the Council on the recommendation of the Committee*

2. During the transitional period referred to in paragraph 1 of Article

6 of this Protocol, the Committee shall undertake a study for the approval

of the Council on the modalities to be adopted at the expiry of the said

transitional period by the Member States for the undertaking on a multilateral

basis of the clearing of payments with respect to eligible transactions among

themselves,"
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III

Proposed Amendments to the Draft Protocol on the Unique situation of the

BLS Countries (agenda item 6)

1. Preamble

Paragraph 1 of the preamble uas amended in line 3 from tho top by

deleting tho word "heavy".

Paragraph 2 was adopted without amendoracnt.

Paragraph 3 was amended by inserting "economic" after "challenge of"

in line 2 and substituting "independence" for "dependence" in line 3.

Paragraph 4 was adopted without amendment.

2o Article 1 - Interpretation

The definitions of "Committee", "Council", "Member State or Member

States", "Preferential Trade Area", "Third Country" and "Treaty" were deleted

since they have been dofinud in the Treaty0

3- Article 2 - Objectives

Paragraph (a) was amended by deleting "heavy" in line 2.

Paragraph (b) was deleted.

Paragraph (c) was re-numbered (b) and amended in line 2 by deleting

"intra-area" and. inserting the words "vjith Preferential Trade Area Member

States" between "expansions of" and "trade and".

4- Article 3 - Scope of exceptions

Paragraph 1 was accepted without amuiidmcnt.

Paragraph 2 was amended in line 2-6 by deleting the words "that by

reason .•».....,.•.....determined by the Council" and substituting these

words therefor : "to ;~rant tho BLS States'1 tariff and non-tariff
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concessions *tth regard to-.tof.prtoiaifln8-.of .^.Treaty establishing the

Preferential Trade Area for a duration to be determined by the. Council while

the BLS States remain members of th. Southern Africa* Customs Union Agreement

provided that:

(a) The goods imported into the BLS States from the Republic of

South Africa shall not bo re-exported to the other member

States, and goods imported from the other member Status

i,.to the BLS States shall not be re-exported to the Republic

of South Africa;

(b) During the period referred to in this paragraph the BLS

States undertake to progressively work towards the full

application of the Treaty and in so doing increase their

trade with the other member States, preferably beginning

with the goods included in the Common Ust of' Commodities

to be traded within the framework of the Preferential Trade

Area*

It was proposed that Article 20 of the Treaty and tho Protocols on

re-exports and Transit Trade and Transit facilities should ^e amended to

reflect the changes in paragraph (a). The following no. amendment to Article

20 of the Treaty is proposed:

"3. Tho Member States agree that goods imported into their

territories from the Republic of South Africa shall not

be re-exported into the territories of another Member State .

and that goods imported into the lumber States from a Member

State shall not be re-exported to the Republic of South Africa.

4 The Member States further agree .that .goods., being imported or

re-exported in contravention with the provisions of paragraph

3 of this Article shall not benefit from the transit facilities

and privileges provided for in this Treaty."
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„ ^S fol^i«£-onSequantial new Article 3 to the Protocol on
Re-exports is proposed: ' " : "

"How Article' ^

Scope of application

The provisions of this Protocol shall not apply to the import

and re-export of goods in relation to the Republic of South

Africa as sot out in paragraph 3 of Article 20 of the Treaty."

. The following consequential new paragraph 4 to Article 3 of the'
Protocol on,Transit Trade and Transit facilities is proposed:

"4. The facilities and privileges provided for under this

Protocol shall not apply to any transitor, mail, maans

of transport or any shipment of bonded goods in transit

affected by the provisions of paragraph 3 of Article 20
of the Treaty,"

Paragraph (c) of Article 3 was amended in line 1 by deleting
"sub-paragraph (b) of". ■

Paragraph (d) was accepted without
it

Pa-graph 3 of Article 3 was amended in line 3 by deleting "provided

", and spelli. .g "the" with a

Article 3 as amended was accepted
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article 4 -, Arrange
+« fnr economic -^structurinment for economic

assistance

X was amended in line 2 by substituting "structural" for

i • . -hv deleting «b« in "natures". The paragraph as
"structure" and in line 3 by deleting

amended was accepted*

Paragraphs 2 and 3 -re 'acce
pted without - amendment.

+ t Tfor s ructure",..structural for struc ,

(a) was amended in line 1 * deleting "such", * suhst.tut.ng

", and in line. 2-3 * feting "their p.ogressxve

sutetituting therefor

with the other ttafcer States and si^ltanoously the rc

socio-economic dependence on South Africa".

Para;
graph (b) was accepted without amendment.

Paragraph (c) was amended in

Paragraph (d) was deleted.

line 1 by deleting "any other".

Paragraph 1 was accepted without amendment.

■ Paragraph? <>) was amended tf xn.crt.ng "to-the Council" after

"recommendations",

Zimbabwe was add
added to the list of countries.
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Proposed amendments to Brafj_Protocol on the reduction and elimination of

trade barriers on selected commodities'tn h. +.„>*«* ,nthin the Prefer^ ia.1
Trade Area

Article 1

In the definition of "Common List" insert immediately after the word

"established" the phrase "from time to time".

Article 3 - paragraph 2

Delete the phrase "reviewed periodically" and substitute therefor the

phrase "amended from time to time".

Article 4 - New paragraph 3

1. "3. Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraphs 1 and 2 of this

Article, the Comoros and Djibouti shall, during the period of two years

after the definitive entry into force of the Treaty, be at liberty to

reduce their customs duties by 25 per cent only of the rates of tariff

reductions applicable to the Member States in accordance with the provisions

of paragraphs 1 and 2 of this Article. Thereafter, the rate of tariff

reductions that shall be applicable to the Comoros and Djibouti shall be

determined at every round of negotiations in accordance with the provisions

of paragraph 1 of Artie!- 'J of this Protocol.

2. Existing paragraphs 3 and 4 of Article 4 shall be renumbered 4 and 5,

Article

1. Existing paragraph 1 shall be replaced with the following:

"1. The Member States agree that all tariff and non-tariff

concessions exchanged among some of them in respect of

and in force between such Member States may be extended
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to any. other Member State desirous of enjoying such ,■ ,

concessions on a reciprocal basis". ..

2o Delete the colon appearing at the end of paragraph 2 and substitute

therefor a full stop and delete the proviso to the said paragraph 2.
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A2S-TEX V

Amendments to the Draft Treaty for consideration of the Drafting Committee

Table of contents

Insert after Article 31 the following heading and Article "Special

provisions in respect of the Comoros and Djibouti; Article 32".

Preamble

1. Insert at the end of the enumeration of the Eastern and Southern African

countries "The President of the Republic of Zimbabwe",

2. Insert after the fourth preambular paragraph the following: ' '.

"Inspired by the decision contained in the- Final:'Act of the

Second Extraordinary Session of the Assembly of Heads of State

and Government of the Orga:iizatian:.:of African Unity held at

Lagos 23 to. 29 April 198O that there should bo established an

African Common Market by the year 2000."

3* Add to the end of the fifth preambular paragraph "and the achievement

of an African Common Market by the year 2000".

Article 1 '' '-■-■■

1. The following definition of "co-operation" is submitted for considera

tion: "Co-operation includes the undertaking by the Member States in common,

jointly or in concert of activities undertaken in furtherance of the objectives

of the Preferential Trade Area as provided for under the Treaty or any contract
. ' : ■■■:■■ r . .

or agreement made'thereunder or in relation to the objectives of the Preferential

Trade Area "• ,

2. It is proposed that the existing definitions of "goods in transit" and

"transit" and as cross referenced be maintained as that is how they are normally

expressed; see for instance, the Treaty for East African Co-operation,
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Chapter tvio

New
heading proposed "Establishment and purposes"

Article 2

1. In paragraph 2 insert at the end of the Uet of countries "The Republic

of Zimbabwe"-

2. In paragraph 3'-

(a) insert after "States" whore it occurs for the second time

"set out in paragraph 2 of this Article"; . ■■ '■

(b) replace "or" where it occurs for the second time with "and";

(c) insert before "neighbouring" the word "immediate".

Article 3

1. Replace the heading with "aims and undertakings of the Preferential

Trade Area".

2. In paragraph 1: .

(a) replace "telecommunications" with "comiminications",

(b) delete "manufacturing"..

3. in paragraph 3 replace "adopt the principles" with "implement the

undertaking". .

Article 6

in paragraph 3 insert after "Authority" the following "taken or giverv

in pursuance of the provisions of this Treaty".

Article 7

1. It is proposed that paragraph 1 should read: ...

...... shall consist of such Ministers as may be designated by

each Member State,"
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2O In paragraph 3 insert after "Council" the following "taken or given in

pursuance of the provisions of this Treaty"-

3. In paragraph 4 replace the second sentence with "Extraordinary meetings

of the Council may be held at the request of a Member State provided that such

a request is supported by one-third of the Member States",

Article.-9

In paragraph 2:

(a) insert before "be" where it occurs for the second time "shall";

(b) add at the end of the paragraph "for a further period of four years",

2- In paragraph. 4 replace "other officers" with "the other staff"* '

3, In paragraph 5 replace "officers" with "staff"*

4° Replace paragraph 6 with the following:

" (a) In the' performance of their duties the Secretary-General and

the staff of the Secretariat shall not seek or receive instruction

from any Member State or from any other authority external to the

Preferential Trade- Area- They shall refrain from any actions which

might reflect on their position as international "officials responsible

only to the Preferential Trade Area.. . ■ .

(b) Each Member State undertakes to respect the international ~-

character of the responsibilities of the Secretary-General and the

staff of the Secretariat and shall not to seek to influence them

in the discharge of their responsibilities".
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5. Delete paragraph 7 and render paragraph 8 and 7 and add the following

sub-paragraph (e) to new paragraph 7:

..*, responsible for the administration and finance of the Secretariat

of the Preferential Trade Area and all it, institutions and act as

secretary to the Authority and the Council".

Article 10

!. in paragraph 1 delete sub-paragraph (h) and re—r sub-paragraph (g)

and (h) accordingly-

in the Protocol on Standardication and C^ality Control the definition of

-Committee" should now in. consequence read "Comnattee means the Committee on

Xndustrial co-operation established by Article 10 of the Treaty".

2 !t is suggested that there be no references to the Protocols when listing

out the Committees in the Treaty it..lf since the proper method i. rather to
le cross references in the Protocols to the Treaty as has been done xn all

the Protocols,

3 Note should be taken of the amendments proposed arising out of the

consideration of the Protocol on Clearing and payments, to^ra^ph an

the introduction of a new paragraph 4 to permit the Co^ttees to estabUsh

sub-committees. -

Article 12

The following new Article was proposed: .

,The Member States agree in accordance wxth the provisions of this

Treaty "to:

(a) the gradual reduction and elimination of customs duties and

non-tarxff barriers to trade conducted among themselves; and

(*) the gradual evolution of a common external tariff in respect

of all the goods imported from third countries with the vxew

t0 the eventual establishment of a comlnon rnarket among themselves .
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Article 29

Sub-paragraph (b) the following version was adopted:

"(b) adapt their commercial relations with each other and with

third countries in such a way as to being about, not later

than ten years from the definitive entry into force of this

Treaty, the evolution and implementation of a common external
trade policy".

Chapter Eight

Add-at the.; end of the heading of the Chapter » AND. COMOROS AMD
DJIBOUTI".

New Article

Insert the following new Article 32

New Article

Special provisions in respect of Comoros and Djibouti

The Member States, recognizing.the special economic conditions of

Comoros and Djibouti,, agree to grant them the temporary exemptions from the

full application of certain provisions of the Treaty as provided for in
this Treaty",

Article .45

The following is suggested in view of the need expressed to specify

that only immediate neighbouring African States may become associated with
the PTA.
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"The Member States may together negotiate with any African State

not included among those referred to in paragraph 2 of Article 2

of this Treaty: "but which is an immediate neighbour of a Member

State, and which has transmitted to the Secretary-General its

intention of becoming a Member State of, or entering into other

co-operative arrangments with, the Preferential Trade Area".

Annex VII of the Treaty

(Draft Protocol on Transport and Communications)

Article 1

1. Insert i Le following definition of "Committee" in its appropriate

alphabetical place:

"Committee means the Transport and Communications Committee

established by Article 10 of the

2
2. A new Article 16 is proposed to as to express the functions of the

Transport and Communications Committee and connect this with the Transport

Commission for Eastern and Southern African-States.

Kew Article. .16 .. ,

■Subject to such directions as the Transport Commission for Eastern

and Southern African SiaV-.: may give/the Committee shall:

(a) foster co-operation between itself and national institutions

for the development of transport and communications in the

Member States;

(b) undertake activities, including studies, designed to assist

in the attainment of the objectives of this Protocol;

(c) have such other functions as the Council may assign to it.




